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Product ref: ASB10

Stacking Wooden Pew
Bench - Seats 2

From: £545.00

Quantity Price

1 - 9 £615.00

10 - 24 £585.00

25 - 49 £565.00

50 - £545.00

Description

These beautifully crafted stackingbenches are sometimes the only excellent option available when replacing pews
with something stackable and aesthetically sensitive. They can be lifted by two adults and stacked 4 high.
Finished in solid beech, with the option of staining or solid oak, they are made to a very high standard and shaped
to provide high levels of comfort. In beech the frames offer the strength and durability one would expect, but
without the excessive weight one might expect. Options include padded seat, padded back, book storage,
communion cup fitment, PVC feet, 4 lengths various frame and fabric colours and 1 or 2 arms. Stacking buffers
protect the seat when stacking. This product has been the answer for those who are protecting the look and feel
of a traditional building, but are keen to introduce flexible seating with added comfort. They can be successfully
installed as, for example, the main weekly worship seating, with stacking chairs making up the remaining numbers
required for other occasions. A sample is available on request. Modifications can be quoted for, such as different
foam, to tailor the product. These British-madestacking benches may be the answer for you if you are seeking to
find a compromise between stacking seating and bench capacity/aesthetics. Our 6 year guarantee applies. Lead-
time is typically 6 weeks from the date of the order. This is the 1.0m version

Url: https://www.alpha-furnishing.com/product/stacking-wooden-pew-bench/

Additional information

Length: 1000mm
Height: 845mm
Stacking: 5

Optional Extras

Arm Options: None(+£), Left Arm Only(+£30), Right Arm Only(+£30), Arms Both Sides(+£60)
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General Options: Upholstered Seat and Back(+£50), Book Shelf Under Seat(+£35)
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